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0.     ≤ cos ϑ < 0.12
0.24 ≤ cos ϑ < 0.36
0.48 ≤ cos ϑ < 0.60
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Small Angle Tile Calorimeter
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detectors TD and TE banks
track reconstruction TK banks
vertex reconstruction TV banks
particle identification
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QCD Fit, xµ = 1.0
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QCD Fit, xµ = 1.0
QCD Fit, xµ = 0.0033
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QCD Fit, xµ = 1.0
QCD Fit, xµ = 0.0033
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w. average : αS(MZ2) = 0.1168 ± 0.0026
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w. average : αS(MZ2) = 0.1232 ± 0.0116
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